
Exhaled carbon monoxide in lung disease

To the Editor:

We read with interest the paper by ZETTERQUIST

et al. [1] in which the levels of exhaled nitric oxide
(NO) and carbon monoxide (CO) were measured in
a group of asthmatic and cystic fibrosis (CF) patients
using two different methods. A new fast-response non-
disperse infrared (NDIR) CO analyser was used along-
side the old electrochemical method and the results
obtained with the two methods were compared.

Surprisingly, contrary to what has previously been
shown by our own and other groups [2–6], as shown
by both methods, the levels of exhaled CO were found
to be similar in a group of asthmatic patients and
patients with CF compared with normal subjects. The
authors conclude that exhaled CO is not a marker of
airway inflammation and may derive predominantly
from the alveoli, as its exhaled concentrations are not
flow-dependent and increase after a breath-hold.

Even though we previously acknowledged that the
measurement of exhaled CO may be of more interest
in patients with severe asthma compared to those with
the mild form of the disease [7, 8], we feel that the mea-
surement of exhaled CO maybe useful in CF patients
[5, 6, 8]. We suggest that the discrepancies found may
be mainly attributed to different techniques and, ulti-
mately, different methods.

First, ZETTERQUIST et al. [1] used the basic Bedfont
analyser for the measurement of CO. However, in our
previously published studies by us a modified version
of the Bedfont analyser was used. In this altered
version, the exhalation flow rate was standardised and
controlled, and a resistance was added to the exhala-
tion flow to produce enough mouth pressure to close
the soft palate allowing the separation of nasal air
from exhaled air. Besides controlling these para-
meters, contrary to what is stated in this paper, we did
connect the analyser to a computer and the exhaled
CO traces could be studied point by point and in
relation to exhaled volumes.

Secondly, in our studies, the exhalation mano-
euvre was different from that used in the paper by
ZETTERQUIST et al [1]. We used a single-breath tech-
nique without breath-hold. We agree with the authors
that breath-hold increases exhaled CO levels, but in
addition, this may also eliminate the bronchial con-
tribution to the total production of CO, which would
be biased towards the alveolar component because of
alveolar CO diffusion in the bronchial space during
the time of breath-hold. This may explain the similar
levels of exhaled CO in the studied groups compared
to normal subjects.

Thirdly, in this paper, the contamination of exhaled
CO with ambient CO was taken into account only in
the NDIR method, in which the patients were asked
to breathe CO (and NO)-free air. We have previously
shown that exhaled CO may be affected by ambient
CO and that this influence may be reduced by sub-
tracting ambient CO from exhaled CO [6]. Unfortunately,

in this study, this was not considered when analysing
the levels of CO obtained with the Bedfont analyser.

In conclusion, the authors of the paper compared
the results obtained with two different methods and
exhalation techniques. The effect of ambient conta-
mination and breath-hold were not taken into account.
Both these variables and the use of different exhala-
tion techniques may explain the discrepancy in the
data obtained by ZETTERQUIST et al. [1] and the other
investigators in this area. Using fast analysers like the
nondisperse infrared analyser may not be beneficial by
itself if the exhalation technique is not standardised.
Furthermore, comparisons of the data obtained by
other numerous groups may only be possible if the
same technique and methods are used.
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From the authors:

We appreciate the interest P. Paredi and colleagues
have shown in our article. In their letter, they describe
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some differences in the methodologies used and sug-
gest that these differences may explain why our results
on exhaled carbon monoxide (CO) in asthma and cys-
tic fibrosis [1] contrast with their previous findings. We
agree that it is preferable to use standardised methods,
but there is as yet no consensus on standardised methods
for exhaled CO measurements.

With regard to possible contamination with nasal
CO, we did have our patients exhale against a resi-
stance using one of the two methods. However, in
another study, we had not been able to detect any nasal
CO formation whatsoever [2], so this may be a minor
problem.

Although we used a 15-s breath-hold time before
exhalation and they did not, the methods are more or
less equivalent in that the patients in their studies exha-
led fory25 s in contrast to 10 s in our study, resulting
in the same time for CO diffusion in the alveoli when
recording end-tidal CO values. Furthermore, other
researchers have used a 20-s breath-hold and still
reported elevated CO levels in various respiratory
conditions [3–5].

We used CO-free air for inhalation in one of the
set-ups because we do not believe that subtraction of
inhaled (ambient) CO is a correct procedure. The
inhaled CO concentration will affect the concentra-
tion gradient for CO over the alveolar membranes
(and possibly in the airways), and should not be
compensated for by direct subtraction.

Our data primarily indicate an alveolar origin of
exhaled CO. For many years now, exhaled CO has
been used to detect smoking behaviour, for which this
method is sometimes superior, even to urinary coti-
nine measurements [6]. Exhaled CO is also used to
detect haemolysis in the newborn with high sensitivity
[7]. In both these cases, the increase in exhaled CO
is due to increased levels of carboxyhaemoglobin.
Interestingly, it was recently suggested that the increase
in exhaled CO in respiratory diseases like asthma is
also due to increased carboxyhaemoglobin [8], again
indicating an alveolar origin of exhaled CO. The
cause of the increased carboxyhaemoglobin levels in
respiratory conditions, increased haem breakdown or
increased uptake/reduced elimination of inhaled CO,
remains to be clarified. However, the latter is indicated
by several studies [9–11], and it is well known that
exposure to ambient CO (passive smoking, car exhaust)
is sufficient to increase exhaled CO [12–13].

In conclusion, we do not agree that the contrasting
results in our study depend on the suggested methodo-
logical differences. The reason for the disparate find-
ings should be studied further. In any case, we believe
that the profound alveolar contribution of CO derived
from carboxyhaemoglobin, will make it difficult to use
exhaled CO as a marker of airway inflammation.
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